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Comedienne Margaret Cho marked her 50th birthday with an Instagram photo of her naked, adorned in
tattoos and wearing a hat and beard.

‘It’s my #birthday today! I’m 50 #holyshit’ the star wrote on Wednesday (5 December). She also used the
hashtag #menopauseisagatewaydrug.

Cho thanked photographer Ronald McDonkey and make-up artist John Stapleton for the snap.
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Cho is an American comedian, actress, fashion designer, author and singer-songwriter. The star has
previously used the terms ,  and when referring to her sexuality.

Her stand-up comedy shows often critique social problems relating to race, gender identity and sexuality.

‘In my world, everyone is gay and they remain gay until proven otherwise. I assume homosexuality always’
she once said.

margaret_cho
187.3k followers View Profile

View More on Instagram

17,755 likes
margaret_cho

Cho has been in an open marriage more than ten years. ‘I’m married to a man but I’m bisexual so I like both’ 
.

The same year, Cho caught some flak 

‘Well, ‘cause I’m gay,’ she told The Real when questioned why she did it.

‘I’m bisexual. I always feel like I can sort of say whatever about anybody else’, she reportedly said.

She went on to say: ‘I just can’t decide. I just want to have sex with everybody’.

She also said outing Travolta .

More from Gay Star News

bisexual pansexual queer 

she told The Real in 2013

for ‘outing’ US actor John Travolta.

was like outing Liberace
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Ellen, Rosie, Margaret Cho and other LGBTI celebs pay tribute to Carrie Fisher

Margaret Cho, Tilda Swinton race row escalates as actress releases private email correspondence
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